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Data Protection Manager in Microsoft System Center 
2012 R2 works in virtual and Linux environments,

and with third-party applications, for the first time.
But that doesn’t mean it does everything.
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M
icrosoft has filled numerous holes in the backup 
and recovery component of its System Center 2012 
R2 Data Protection Manager (DPM), notably support 
for virtual environments and Linux server targets. The 

company rolled out the latest version in October with its release of 
Windows Server upgrades.
 
Because it’s available with the System Center management suite for 
enterprises with Microsoft volume licensing agreements, it offers a 
compelling economic backup and recovery option. However, while it’s 
used in pockets of organizations for basic server-to-server backup and 
replication, it doesn’t appear most organizations are using DPM as an 
alternative to third-party data protection suites. In some instances, 
DPM is used as a compliment to more sophisticated backup and 
recovery software, experts say. Nevertheless, DPM has come a long 
way since its release in the fall of 2005.
DPM History
When Microsoft launched DPM back then, most providers of backup 
and recovery and replication software were privately nervous  
Redmond would obviate the need for their wares but publicly 

The new Data Protection Manager component in   
Microsoft System Center 2012 R2 now supports    
virtual environments, Linux servers and SQL Server  
clustering. It can work with third-party backup and    
recovery suites and appliances, but it’s no substitute.     
By Jeffrey Schwartz

DPM Casts  
 a Wider Net
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shrugged their shoulders. Although adding server-based backup to 
Windows Server implicitly threatened to eradicate third-party backup 
software, it was easy to point out DPM only supported Windows 
environments and was not as robust.
 
The first release of DPM was substantially less expensive than the 
Symantec Corp. market-leading Backup Exec. DPM debuted just as 
Symantec had shelled out nearly $14 billion to acquire Veritas Software 
Corp., the maker of Backup Exec, NetBackup, Volume Manager, Volume 
Replicator and other high-end enterprise data protection tools.
 
Contending it was adding DPM to the mix to bring disk-based server 
backup to the mainstream, Microsoft denied it was trying to cut into 
Symantec’s new business or other partners such as CA Technologies 
Inc., CommVault Systems Inc. and EMC Corp. To back that claim, 
Microsoft released an SDK enabling DPM to connect to other backup 
and recovery platforms. Critics of the original Microsoft DPM argued it 
was limited to protecting systems with small file paths.
 
A year later in 2006, Microsoft upped the ante with an upgrade that 
added support for Exchange Server and SQL Server and later 
offered an API to link to other replication and backup and recovery 
tools that linked to Windows, Linux, and Unix backup and recovery 
and replication suites. Today there are more suppliers of backup and 
recovery software and appliances than there were eight years ago.
 
Now, the latest DPM release in System Center 2012 R2 can backup 
and restore Linux virtual machines, enable deployment in virtual  
environments by configuring storage as .VHD pool disks shared in  
a System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) library and  
supports SQL Server clusters, as well as Windows Azure backup 
(Brien Posey discusses how to implement some of these new  
features on p. 30). As such, DPM has come a long way since its 
release 8-plus years ago. Yet, despite the improvements, most 
third-party suppliers of data protection software aren’t shrugging 
their shoulders—nor do they see it as a competitive threat.

DPM Usage and Competition
Officials at a number of backup and recovery suppliers argue they 
aren’t seeing DPM used at all and others see DPM running alongside 
their solutions, which typically offer capabilities that others don’t  
provide. Robert Amatruda, research director of data protection and 

DPM has come a long 
way since its release 
8-plus years ago.
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recovery at IDC, says when he’s in the field he doesn’t often see 
DPM widely used. “I don’t see aggressive use of it,” Amatruda says. 
“At the end of the day, you have to believe anything that’s bundled 
and inclusive may not have all the features, extensibility and scalability 
of specialized software.”

Take Simpana from CommVault. Randy DeMeno, chief technologist 
for the company’s Microsoft partnership, says some of his customers 
use DPM and Simpana runs alongside it. “When you get into long-
term storage, e-discovery, heterogeneous virtual environments, heavy 
e-discovery, search, Exchange, SharePoint, [IBM Lotus] Domino,  
various heterogeneous files, that’s where CommVault comes into 
play,” DeMeno says. 

“We really do high-speed recovery,” adds Mike Resseler, the  
Microsoft evangelist at Veeam Software. “We still don’t look at DPM 
as competition [because] both can work better together. The reason 
is Veeam Backup and Replication is on the virtualization layer, DPM 
on Hyper-V. We support VMware as well. We connect the two and 
can give an effective and cheap solution to do disaster recovery.”

Other tools offer better performance with enhanced data deduplication, 
notes Subo Guha, VP of product management at Unitrends, who 
acknowledges the improvements to DPM. “It’s still kind of weak  
compared to what we see from a scalability perspective,” Guha argues.

Most suppliers of data protection software and appliances acknowledge 
DPM can complement their own solutions. “They’ve got the backup 
piece covered and we’ve got the piece covered where if there’s a  
disaster we can help get the applications up so they can use the data 
that they’ve backed up,” says Tim Laplante, director of product strategy 
at Vision Solutions. His company makes the Double Take solution for 
high-availability environments with a focus on business continuity and 
disaster recovery.
 
One reader responding to a question on Redmondmag.com regarding 
the use of DPM says he uses it for SharePoint, file servers and  
remaining physical servers. “Everything else is Veeam,” he says. “I’ve 
been using DPM since 2007, and it has been painful, scary and a 
lousy product until 2010.”

“We really do   
high-speed recovery. 
We still don’t look at 
DPM as competition 
[because] both can 
work better together.” 
Mike Resseler,   
Microsoft Evangelist, 
Veeam Software
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Sergui Beloussov, co-founder and CEO of Acronis International Gmbh, 
offered perhaps the harshest view of DPM, saying it lacks the “sophis-
ticated features of third-party offerings and is more complex to imple-
ment and manage.” “When people pay for our software, they pay for 
the fact that it’s extremely easy. Data Protection Manager is really more 
complicated than what a small or midsize organization would want. 
There’s more steps, there’s more things to worry about. There’s more 
things to configure if you have a larger workload,” Beloussov says.
 
Acronis is among a number of data protection software vendors now 
offering modules designed for specific components of the infrastructure 
including Exchange, VMware, Hyper-V and SharePoint. Beloussov  
maintains it’s easier to protect systems such as SharePoint if they’re 
designed specifically for the nuances of that app. Sharing that view is 
Steve Goldberg, a product manager at Metalogix. The company also 
released its first backup product for SharePoint, which it acquired last 
year from Idera Inc.
 
“There’s a big difference in the job that’s basically running between 
DPM versus our product for SharePoint,” Goldberg says, noting 
unlike Microsoft’s offering the new Metalogix SharePoint Backup 4.0 
uses Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS). 

“The backup itself in DPM is very long because it’s not using VSS, so 
we’re probably seeing most people not wanting to continue to take 
the backups with DPM,” Goldberg continues “But if it’s part of the 
plan to keep DPM in, the synergy simply is just going to be to allow 
reading into that backup and actually grabbing content down to the 
item level—sites, site collections, tests, folders, items, and letting either 
end users or SharePoint administrators access those resources from 
the backups they’ve already taken.” Microsoft explains on its System 
Center site how to back up DPM using third-party software   
(bit.ly/1gPb4GJ). 

Acronis CEO Beloussov still questions the need for DPM, saying  
letting Microsoft protect its own environment is the equivalent of  
letting the fox in the chicken coop. “What most people want to  
protect themselves against is errors and failures from Microsoft 
itself,” Beloussov says. “Trying to protect yourself against Microsoft 
with the tool Microsoft supplies doesn’t sound very competitive.”   R

Jeffrey Schwartz is editor of Redmond.

“When people pay for 
our software, they pay 
for the fact that it’s 
extremely easy. Data 
Protection Manager   
is really more  
complicated than 
what a small or  
midsize organization 
would want.” 
 Sergui Beloussov, 
co-founder and CEO   
of Acronis International 
Gmbh.

http://bit.ly/1gPb4GJ
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W
ith the recent release of the new Microsoft System 
Center 2012 R2, the company has added some  
compelling features to the Data Protection Manager 
(DPM) component. Though the new DPM largely 

resembles the previous release, Microsoft did add some important 
capabilities, including changes to how it protects the company’s  
SQL Server database, support for Linux clusters, support for virtual 
deployments and improved consistency. 

Upon evaluating the new DPM release, these improvements should 
be welcomed by those responsible for ensuring adequate business 
continuity. While most shops use third-party data protection software, 
they often use DPM alongside it or to back up servers or virtual 
machines (VMs) separately. 

Improved Virtual Protection 
Technically, DPM has worked in virtualized environments for quite 
some time. I have personally deployed some of the older DPM 

Microsoft System Center 2012 R2 Data Protection Manager 
is now better suited for virtual environments, Linux servers, 
SQL Server support and provides more consistency.
By Brien M. Posey

 First Look:  
Microsoft DPM
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releases in Hyper-V VMs when I’ve needed to quickly deploy a DPM 
server to experiment on for an article I was writing. Even so, DPM has 
never been officially supported in virtualized environments until now.

If you’re considering running DPM in a VM, there are a few things 
you’ll need to consider. First is tape drive support. Hyper-V doesn’t 
natively provide any sort of tape drive emulation. This is a problem for 
DPM, because DPM generally uses tape for long-term protection of 
data. There’s even an option to use tape for short-term data protec-
tion. According to Microsoft, the only supported method for writing 
data from DPM to tape when DPM is running in a VM is to use an 
iSCSI-attached tape drive. When doing so, Microsoft recommends 
using a dedicated physical NIC for tape drive connectivity.

Another important consideration is storage. As noted, when DPM is 
running on a physical machine, it takes control of one or more  
physical disks and treats those disks as a dedicated storage pool   
(A DPM storage pool is different than a Windows Storage pool).

The requirement for a DPM storage pool doesn’t go away just 
because DPM is running on a VM. Fortunately, there are a number of 
different types of disks that can be used by DPM, including:

•  Pass-through disks that exist as DAS for the Hyper-V host (keep in 
mind the impact this configuration will have on live migrations)

•  A pass-through iSCSI LUN initiated at the host level
•  A pass-through Fibre Channel LUN initiated at the host
•  A VM-initiated iSCSI target
•  A Fibre Channel LUN connected to the VM using the Hyper-V  

Virtual Fibre Channel feature

In addition, you can install DPM to a virtual hard disk (VHD). VHD 
and VHDX files are both supported, although there are a number of 
restrictions around their use. For instance, Microsoft doesn’t support 
the use of VHDs built on top of Windows Storage Spaces. VHDs are 
also not recommended for scaled up environments. 

In addition, Microsoft doesn’t support deduplication of volumes  
hosting VHDs used by DPM. You must also avoid using other NTFS 
features, such as compression or encryption (including BitLocker 

The requirement for 
a DPM storage pool 
doesn’t go away just 
because DPM is 
running on a VM.
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encryption). You can read the full support requirements for the use of 
VHDs with DPM at bit.ly/1iaCL23.

Domain Membership Considerations
If you’re considering virtualizing your DPM server, one of the most 
important considerations you must take into account is the DPM 
server’s domain membership.

Oftentimes Hyper-V administrators create two separate Active  
Directory forests. One forest is a management forest. All of the 
Hyper-V hosts are joined to a domain within this forest as a way of 
making the hosts easier to manage. There’s also usually a VM-level 
forest that includes virtualized domain controllers and all of the  
production VMs.

Like other System Center products, DPM has a dependency on the 
Active Directory forests. As such, you’ll have to make some decisions 
with regard to which forest your DPM servers will be joined. If you 

Figure 1. One Linux server is backed up online while another  
is backed up offline.

if you’re considering 
virtualizing your DPM 
server, one of the 
most important  
considerations you 
must take into  
account is the DPM 
server’s domain 
membership.

http://
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join your DPM servers to a VM-level forest, then you’ll be able to  
perform backups of the individual VMs. On the other hand, if you join 
your DPM servers to the management domain, then you’ll be able to 
back up entire Hyper-V host servers. These types of host-level  
backups offer sufficient granularity to restore individual VMs or files, 
folders and applications within a VM.

Generally speaking, it’s best to join your DPM servers to the manage-
ment domain. If you don’t use this type of Active Directory structure, 
then I recommend deploying DPM in a way that will facilitate backing 
up your Hyper-V servers at the host level. I’ll talk more later on about 
why this can be so important.

Linux Support
One of the big things that Microsoft has attempted to do in the  
System Center 2012 R2 product release is to provide better support 
for Linux. As such, it should come as no surprise that DPM now 
offers the ability to create online backups of running Linux VMs.

The documentation pertaining to Linux backups for DPM is quite 
lacking and there’s a lot of contradictory information on the Internet. 
That being the case, I decided to put the Linux backup capabilities of 
DPM to the test by deploying some Linux servers of my own.

For this test, I created two Hyper-V VMs. One is running SUSE Linux 
Enterprise Server 11 SP3. The other is running Ubuntu 13.10. The 
host server also contains several Windows VMs, some of which are 
running and some that aren’t.
 
When I created a protection group for the VMs, the Create New  
Protection Group Wizard indicated whether each VM would be 
backed up online or offline. I fully expected the Windows VMs  
running to be backed up online (which they were) and the VMs 
turned off to be backed up offline. What surprised me, however,  
was the way my Linux VMs were backed up.

As you can see in Figure 1 (p. 7) an Ubuntu VM is backed up offline 
(which holds true to what I expected, even though the VM was  
running and I had manually enabled the Hyper-V Integration  
Services). On the other hand, my SUSE Linux VM was backed   
up online. So, why the difference?

one of the big things 
that Microsoft has 
attempted to do in the 
system Center 2012 
r2 product release is 
to provide better 
support for Linux.
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Again, the documentation for DPM Linux support isn’t very good, but 
according to one TechNet post (bit.ly/1i4S0oN) Windows Server 
2012 R2 only has online backup support for SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Server 11 SP3, but support for other Linux versions is in the works.

One thing to keep in mind, however, is that even though online back-
ups of Linux VMs are possible in some situations, online backups for 
Linux only offer file-level consistency. DPM doesn’t provide applica-
tion-consistent backups for Linux.

As noted, if you were going to run DPM within a VM to which you’d 
have to choose which Active Directory forest to join the DPM servers, 
it becomes especially important if you need to back up Linux VMs.
Though you can join a DPM server to your production domain and 
then back up individual physical and virtual servers, this approach 
requires you to deploy a DPM agent to each machine you want to 
back up. The problem with this is that there are no DPM agents for 
Linux VMs. Therefore, if you need to back up Linux VMs, then you 
should join your DPM servers to the management domain so that you 
can back up Hyper-V servers as a whole, which will allow you to back 
up your Linux VMs.

New SQL Server Protection
DPM has always depended on SQL Server and with this new release 
Microsoft has made a number of changes regarding support for the 
database. For starters, you must deploy SQL Server before you 
begin deploying DPM. Some of the previous versions of DPM would 
allow you to deploy SQL Server as a part of the DPM deployment 
process. However, this option doesn’t exist in the System Center 
2012 R2 version.

On the topic of SQL Server deployments, there’s a bug in the DPM 
Setup program that can be particularly frustrating. During the  
prerequisite check, Setup will verify it can communicate with SQL 
Server and everything is configured correctly. Once all of these 
checks complete and the actual installation process begins, however, 
you might receive an error message telling you to make sure the SQL 
Server Reporting Service is running and is configured correctly.

DPM has always 
depended on sQL 
server and with this 
new release Microsoft 
has made a number of 
changes regarding 
support for the  
database.
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When the prerequisite checks occur, Setup verifies the SQL Server 
Reporting Service (and some of the other SQL Server services) are 
running using either the local system account or a domain-based  
service account. From what I’ve been able to determine (there’s no 
definitive documentation), for deployments using SQL Server 2012 
SP1, the SQL Server services must be running under a domain  
service account. Setup will fail if you attempt to use the local system 
account. DPM also supports using SQL Server 2008 R2, but I’ve 
only tested for the bug when using SQL Server 2012 SP1.

Another change Microsoft has made regarding SQL Server is there’s 
now a 1-to-1 relationship between SQL Server databases and DPM 
servers. This goes a long way toward improving scalability because it 
can help you distribute the database workload across multiple SQL 
Servers, rather than having a single SQL Server that’s responsible for 
everything.

Another change 
Microsoft has made 
regarding sQL server 
is there’s now a 
1-to-1 relationship 
between sQL server 
databases and DPM 
servers.

Figure 2. Data Protection Manager can now make use of a  
SQL Server cluster.
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Perhaps the most significant SQL Server-related change Microsoft 
has made is that DPM now supports the use of SQL Server clusters. 
In fact, the Setup program for DPM even includes a prompt (see  
Figure 2, p. 10) asking if you want to use a standalone SQL Server 
instance or if you would prefer to make use of a SQL Server cluster.
 
Before you get too excited about support for SQL Server cluster  
support, it’s important to understand how DPM uses SQL Server. 
Unlike Microsoft SharePoint Server, DPM doesn’t use SQL Server as 
its primary data repository. Instead, SQL Server is a mechanism for 
storing indexing data and other types of data necessary for the  
overall functionality of DPM.
 
The actual backup data exists outside the SQL Server database. 
DPM requires the reservation of one or more disks it can use as a 
storage pool. DPM will then convert this disk to a dynamic disk and 
then automatically create a series of volumes it will use to store the 
protected data. Figure 3 below shows how you can create a DPM 
storage pool.

Before you get too 
excited about support 
for sQL server cluster 
support, it’s important 
to understand how 
DPM uses sQL server.

Figure 3. Disk 3 used as a Data Protection Manager storage pool.
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Improved Consistency 
Over the years, I’ve heard of a number of people completely  
abandoning DPM due to its data consistency problems. For those 
who are not familiar with this issue, backup data sometimes 
becomes inconsistent with the resource that’s being protected. 
When this happens, a manual consistency check is required as a 
way of bringing everything back into a consistent state. Sometimes  
it can be impossible to resolve a consistency problem and the 
administrator is forced to delete and recreate the protection group, 
which means losing any previously created backups.

The good news is Microsoft has done a lot of work around protection 
group consistency lately. Although the problems related to inconsis-
tencies haven’t been completely resolved, Microsoft has finally built in 
automated consistency checking. In fact, you can schedule consis-
tency checking when you create a protection group, as shown in  
Figure 4. This feature isn’t new to DPM 2012 R2, but it is such a 

Figure 4. Data Protection Manager supports automated consistency 
checking.

Although the   
problems related to   
inconsistencies 
haven’t been   
completely resolved, 
Microsoft has finally 
built in automated   
consistency checking.
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helpful feature that I wanted to mention it for those who might have 
had bad experiences with DPM in the past.

Better Equipped
Although System Center 2012 R2 Data Protection Manager doesn’t 
boast a huge list of new features, the features Microsoft has intro-
duced are important. DPM is better equipped than it’s ever been to 
function in a heterogeneous virtual datacenter.   R

Brien M. Posey is a seven-time Microsoft MVP with more than two 
decades of IT experience. He’s written thousands of articles and 
several dozen books on a wide variety of IT topics. Visit his Web  
site at brienposey.com.

Improvements to Data Protection Manager
•  Virtual Environments: IT pros can deploy DPM on a VM and configure targets 

using VHD storage pool disks shared via the VMM library.

•  Linux Virtual Machines: Protection of Linux VMs is now possible, though support 
is limited. File-consistent and application consistent snapshots not supported, nor 
can you protect Linux VMs using Windows Azure Backup.

•  SQL Server: Now DPM protects clustered SQL Server database nodes. Previously 
limited to standalone databases, Microsoft says the clustered support improves 
consistency, reliability and scalability.

•  Windows Azure Backup: DPM can use Microsoft public cloud service as a target. 
Microsoft explains how to configure DPM to Windows Azure at bit.ly/1cyGONC. 

http://bit.ly/1cyGONC
http://www.redmondmag.com
http://www.metalogix.com

